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Acoustic emission (AE) technique is widely used in various fields as a reliable nondestructive examination technology. Two
experimental tests were carried out in a rock mechanics laboratory, which include (1) small scale direct shear tests of rock bridge
with different lengths and (2) large scale landslide model with locked section. The relationship of AE event count and record time
was analyzed during the tests.The AE source location technology and comparative analysis with its actual failure model were done.
It can be found that whether it is small scale test or large scale landslide model test, AE technique accurately located the AE source
point, which reflected the failure generation and expansion of internal cracks in rock samples. Large scale landslide model with
locked section test showed that rock bridge in rocky slope has typical brittle failure behavior. The two tests based on AE technique
well revealed the rock failure mechanism in rocky slope and clarified the cause of high speed and long distance sliding of rocky
slope.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) is a phenomenon about the develop-
ment of transient elastic waves caused by rapid energy release
due to crack growth [1]. Early AE technique has been applied
in security problems of metal mines, coal mines, and tunnel
engineering. With advanced computerized technique, small
sized digital AE analysis equipment can be used to detect the
defects and its location and failure propagation. Compared
with microseism [2] and other in situ detection methods
[3, 4], AE technique can forecast brittle failure before the
structural failure.

Rocky landslides contain a lot of rock bridges, and
researches on rock bridge were carried out by experimental
methods and simulated by analytical and numerical simula-
tion techniques. The laboratory study of AE characteristics
during rock stress-strain process was reviewed [5]; real-
time failure process [6, 7] and stability evaluation and
harm degree of landslides [8] were marked out. Behavior
of rock bridge was observed firstly by shear test in 1990
[9]; then cyclic loading test of rock bridge and mechanical
behavior was carried out [10]. The failure mechanisms and

pattern of coalescence of rock bridges were investigated [11].
Strength, deformability, failure behavior, and AE locations
of red sandstone were tested by using triaxial compression
[12]. The abovementioned tests showed the basic mechanical
behavior, but the brittle failure of rock bridge was rarely
tested. Analytical methods such as neural network [13],
slice element method [14], and time-dependent degradation
failure [15, 16] are used to study the progressive failure
of rock bridge. Rock fragmentation processes subjected to
static and dynamic loading were examined by the numerical
code RFPA [17]. The progressive rock fracture mechanism
of cracked chevron notched Brazilian disc rock specimens
was numerically simulated [18]. Surface crack initiation and
propagation were numerically investigated via parallel finite
element analysis [19].These numerical studies really revealed
the progressive failure of rock bridge.

However, the brittle failure of the rock bridge, especially
in the rocky slope, is rarely studied. Small scale rock bridge
direct shear test and large scale landslide model test with
locked section were designed in this paper.The relation curve
of AE event count with time and AE source location are
obtained through the AE source location technology. The
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Figure 1: Wave hit feature of AE.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of AE source location.

mechanical characteristics and failure mechanism of rock
mass with rock bridge and the space evolution process of
cracks are discussed.

2. AE Technique

2.1. AE Instrument and Its Principle. AE instrument isMicro-
II Digital AE System, which is equipped with the third
generation of digital system developed by USA Physical
Acoustics Company. Its core is an AE function card with 8
channels on a plate. Compared to other AE devices, Micro-II
Digital AE System is one of the latest and highest integration
AE systems currently which has the advantages of small
volume, convenient carrying, high precision, high speed of
data transmission, strong processing ability, and so on. The
data obtained from Micro-II Digital AE System is more
reliable and AE source location is more precise than other AE
devices. Itsmaximum signal amplitude reached 100 dB and its
bandwidth is 1∼400 kHz.

Peripheral equipment mainly includes 2/4/6 type pream-
plifier with its signal gain ranging from 20 dB, 40 dB, or 60 dB
(adjustable), which has a high pass filtering function of 20Hz.
Nano-30 type sensors, whose frequency response range is
100∼400 kHz and test setmonitoring threshold value is 40 dB,

use six sensors array data acquisition to ensure the location
precision.

AE principle is that elastic wave from AE source which
finally transmits to the material surface causing surface
displacement, which can be detected by AE sensors. These
sensors convert mechanical vibration into electrical signals.
Finally, according to the analysis of the obtained data, the
following goals can be achieved: (1) determining the AE
source location; (2) determining time or load of the AE
occurrence; and (3) assessing the degrees of damage to the
AE source.

Figure 1 shows AE signal waveform and partial of AE
parameters, including AE count, AE amplitude, rise time, AE
duration, and AE threshold. In addition, the commonly used
AE characterization parameters also include energy, impact,
events, energy, time difference, and frequency [20].

2.2. AE Location Technology. AE source location process is
shown in Figure 2; different methods of AE source location
are adapted for burst and continuous AE signals [21]. Source
location of burst AE signal includes time of arrive (TOA)
location and region location. Continuous AE signal location
includes amplitude measurement type regional location,
attenuation measurement type location, cross correlation
TOA location, and interference TOA location.
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TOA location is widely used for detecting the samples and
components, but it would easily lose a large number of low
amplitude signals and its location accuracy may be affected
by wave speed, attenuation, wave shape, and the shape of
component. When the ratio of the length to the radius of the
tested object becomes very large, it is appropriate by using
linear location for AE detection, such as pipes, bars, and steel
beam. Linear location requires at least two AE sensors. Plane
location of plate structure needs at least three sensors.Three-
dimensional location requires at least four sensors.

The position of sound source can be calculated by the
above equation. The basic principle of plane location and
three-dimensional location is similar to the linear location,
which are all positioned by the velocity and time difference.
In this paper, the main AE source location is Geiger method
[22] which uses the difference arrive time of P wave [23].

TheGeigermethod is an application of theGauss-Newton
minimum fitting function; the principle is using iteration
method to get the final result from a given initial point (test
point). A correction vector Δ𝜃(Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦, Δ𝑧, Δ𝑡) is calculated
through every iteration based on the least squaremethod; the
vectorΔ𝜃 is added to the previous iteration results (test point)
to get a new test point.Then it is determined whether the new
test point meets the requirements. If it does, the point is the
sought source point, if not, the iteration continues until the
requirement is met. The result of each iteration is produced
by the following time distance equation:
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For 𝑁 positive sensors, you can get 𝑁 equations written
in matrix form:

𝐴Δ𝜃 = 𝐵, (4)
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Figure 3: Sketch map of rock slope failure.
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Modification vector is got by Gaussian Elimination (4):
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After correction vector is obtained by (7), use (𝜃 + Δ𝜃) as
the new test point to keep iteration continuous until the error
satisfies the requirements.

3. Small Scale Direct Shear Tests with
Different Rock Bridge Length

Many scholars have studied macrofailure and micropropaga-
tion of cracks evolution under shear loading, such as sim-
ulating microdevelopment of crack using cellular automata
[24, 25], time distribution features of rock crack [26], brittle
failure mechanism of rock [27], the influence of size effect on
rock failure [28], and differential resistance sensing technol-
ogy [29]. But small scale direct shear tests of different rock
bridge length using AE are few.

As shown in Figure 3, the points on the failure plane
are directly sheared to failure in sliding process. From a
microscopic view point, the failure process of rock bridge of
landslide is the direct shear failure. So rock bridge direct shear
tests are carried out in order to study the failure mechanism
with different rock bridge length in this paper.

3.1. Sample Preparation and Test Instrument. The mass ratio
of test sample is 1 : 3 : 1 : 1 (cement : sand : water : gypsum).
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Figure 6: AE sensor arrangement.

According to the requirements of test instrument, the samples
were processed into 50 ∗ 50 ∗ 50mm3. The samples were
divided into 4 groups and each sample is 25mm, 30mm,
35mm, and 40mm, respectively (Figure 4).

The tests make use of two sets of devices that would load
control system and AE monitoring system (Figure 5). The
test instrument can be used to reasonably simulate rock stress
condition, obtain the accurate parameters of shear strength,
and complete stress-strain curve of sample. AE monitoring
system is Micro-II Digital AE System which can be used to
conduct real-time monitoring and record the whole process
of the test. AE sensor arrangement is shown in Figure 6.

3.2. Test Method. The tests were divided in four groups of
16 samples. The sample was loaded in sample box, while AE

sensor was attached to the surface of sample box by means
of coupling agent. Ready after all, the sample was applied
positive pressure by means of normal jack and pressure
values of each set of 4 samples under the vertical pressure
were 0.4MPa, 0.6MPa, 0.8MPa, and 1.0MPa, respectively.
Positive pressure was applied after completion and then
shear stress was applied by using the horizontal jack. AE
monitoring system came towork at the same time.Horizontal
pressure was applied until the sample failure and pressure
gauge data were recorded in order to obtain horizontal
shearing forces during the test. AEmonitoring system records
the AE activity of rock automatically.

3.3. Test Results and Analysis

3.3.1. The Characteristics of AE Event Counts. To explore
the AE change pattern under different rock bridge length
and different vertical pressure, the AE event count with
time graph is obtained under different rock bridge lengths
of sample including 25mm, 30mm, 35mm, and 40mm
under 0.6MPa vertical pressures (Figure 7), and the AE
event count is obtained when vertical pressure of sample is
0.4MPa, 0.6MPa, 0.8MPa, and 1.0MPa with 30mm rock
bridge length (Figure 8). The AE event peak count with the
rock bridge length and the vertical pressure graph are also
mapped (Figures 9 and 10).

It can be seen that the sample failure mechanism has the
following characteristics.

(1) In Figures 7 and 9, AE activity is more frequent and
the appearance time of the AE event count peak value
also increases with the increase of rock bridge length.
This is because the arrival time of peak value increases
with shear area under the same conditions, while
shear area gains with rock bridge length.

(2) In Figures 8 and 10, AE event counts with the time
have the same change trend; AE activity is more
frequent. With the increasing of vertical pressure,
AE event count peak value occurs much later. Shear
stress increases with normal stress based on Mohr-
Coulomb yield criterion, so the appearance time
of peak value delays with the increase in vertical
pressure.
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Figure 7: Relationship of AE event count and time at 0.6MPa normal pressure under different rock bridge lengths.

3.3.2. Characteristics of AE Three-Dimensional Location.
Figure 11 is the AE source location and the actual failure
under different rock bridge lengths of 25mm, 30mm, 35mm,
and 40mm under 0.6MPa vertical pressure. Figure 12 is
the AE source location of samples and the actual failure
under different vertical pressure, consisting of 0.4MPa,
0.6MPa, 0.8MPa, and 1.0MPa under 30mm length. Three-
dimensional location result is shown by a side of sample in
a picture to make AE three-dimensional location patterns
more clear, and also it leads to some location points which
overlap with each other. It can be found that the AE source
location and themacroscopic failuremode of rock are in good
match in Figures 11 and 12.TheAE source location also has the
following characteristics.

(1) In Figure 11, the number of AE location points was
obtained with the increase of the rock bridge length.
The crack shear angle increases from the horizontal
direction to a certain angle, and the number of
microcracks increases in the same vertical pressure
under the different rock bridge length. It seems that

location points with rock bridge of 30mm break less
than those with 25mm in Figure 11.

(2) In Figure 12, the number of AE location points
increases and its distribution is comparatively disper-
sive with the increase of vertical pressure; the crack
shear angle was obtained from the horizontal direc-
tion to a certain angle in different vertical pressure
under the same rock bridge length. The sample is
easier to break with the increase of vertical pressure.

3.3.3. Failure Mechanism and Characteristics of Samples. As
shown in Figure 13, it can be found that failure process can be
divided into three stages by strain value.

(1) Stage 1 is the stage where strain value is 1∼2% in
which the shear stress is less than the shear strength
of rock. The shear stress is much higher at the tip of
rock bridge and the distribution of stress on the shear
surface is uniform. At this stage, the AE activity is less,
and it remains at a lower level and increases slowly.
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Figure 8: Relationship of AE event count and time at 30mm rock bridge length under different vertical pressure.
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(2) Stage 2 is the stage where strain value is 2∼3%; the
sample enters the stage of plastic deformation and
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Figure 10: Relationship curves between AE event count peak and
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begins to develop cracks with the increase of shear
stress. Because of the stress concentration at the tip
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Figure 11: AE source locations of sample and the actual failure under different rock bridge length (25mm, 30mm, 35mm, and 40mm).

Figure 12: AE source locations of sample and the actual failure under different vertical pressure (0.4MPa, 0.6MPa, 0.8MPa, and 1.0MPa).

of rock bridge, the cracks often generate firstly from
the tip of the rock bridge and finally grow into the
main crack, and there form several groups of larger
cracks parallel to the main crack near the rock bridge.
A sudden integral brittle fracture occurs along the
main rupture surface of the sample when the shear
stress reaches the shear strength of rock. At this stage,
AE activity frequency increases rapidly and AE count
peak appears when the sample shear stress reaches the
maximum value.

(3) Stage 3 is the stage with strain value after reaching
3%. As the sample is further damaged, the shear stress

decreases rapidly and cracks extend further. At the
end, the sample is completely cut out. At this stage,
AE activity decays rapidly aftermaximum shear stress
value and this stage is often shorter than others.

4. Large Scale Landslide Model with
Locked Section Test

The locked section of rock slope refers to rock bridge
near middle of sliding zone which has a relatively highly
strength. The occurrence of large-scale rock landslides is
generally accompanied by sudden brittle failure of the “locked
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section.” It means that “locked section” plays an important
role in deformation control and stability mechanism of
rock slope, hence a key in assessment and control on slope
disaster.

Some authors had investigated the micro- and macro-
characteristics of shear or tensile failure under the action of
gravity creep by the view of creep mechanics of rock mass
[30]. Some authors had researched the creep fracture degree
of bedrock and distribution of serious landslide hazard areas
by using seismic wave velocity test [31] and other methods
[32]. The researches were carried out to study locked section
in various aspects, but the AE technique is rarely used. In this
paper, the dynamic test characteristics of AE are used to carry
out the large scale landslide model test with locked section to
have a further study on its failure mechanism.

4.1. Samples Preparation and Test Instruments. Themass ratio
of test sample is set at 1 : 3 : 1 : 1 (cement : sand : water : gyp-
sum), with the sample size shown in Figure 14(a). The locked
section is circular arc and reserved length of 65mm.The test
system uses a multisystem integrated test method in order
to achieve a better physical simulation condition. Loading
platform is two-dimension geological system framework and
it is 4m long, upper beam 2.5m high, and foot beam 0.3m
high. Hydraulic jack which contacts the model is fixed on
the framework and controlled by hydraulic system. The jack
provides different pressure to simulate the sliding of gravity
according to the test requirement. The arrangement of AE
sensors is shown in Figure 14(b). The bedrock boundary is
fixed with the sliding mass boundary being set free. Vertical
load is imposed on upper part of sliding mass.

4.2. Test Method. After the installing of AE system and sen-
sors, then starting the hydraulic control system, controlling
oil pump to create pressure, and taking gradual loading
increase by 2MPa every level, the gradual loading changes
to 1MPa every level when the crack propagation is obvious in
locked section until the model failure during the end loading

phase. The AE keep monitoring and recording during the
whole test process.

4.3. Test Results and Analysis

4.3.1. The Characteristics of AE Event Count and AE Energy.
According to test data, the AE event count and AE energy
changewith time during test progress of landslidemodel with
the locked section are shown in Figure 15. The following can
be concluded from Figure 15.

It can be seen from Figure 15 that the test is not like the
direct shear test. The energy of locked section accumulates
continuously because of the increase of stress. The energy
suddenly releases and then rock mass of locked section is
cut out. This process has the characteristic of sudden and
brittle failure; it reflects the development process of rock slope
that from the progressive damage evolutes to brittle failure.
AE event count with time and AE energy with time of slope
model with locked section are almost the same as each other
where both have the same change trend and characteristics. It
can be corroborated to well respond to the deformation and
failure characteristics of the slope model.

4.3.2. Characteristics of AE Plane Location. The failure pro-
cess and characteristics of locked section testmodel are exam-
ined through the comparison of Figure 16; the conclusion is
as follows.

(1) In Figure 16, the failure surface is basically in the pre-
determined locked section; alongwith locked section,
an inclined plane is formed with the right being high
and the left being low. The length of shear failure
section is about 40mm, and the shear failure surface
has obvious scratches. The tensile failure section is
20mm, and tension cracks can be observed obviously
(Figure 16(a)).

(2) It can be found in Figure 16(b) that the AE source
location is in accordance with the actual failure.
Analysis of AE source location process shows that the
location point first appears in the outside of sensor
array, and its position finally locates within the two-
sensor array as AE source points appear continuously
with the time. The location point is more intensive
at the edge of locked section because of the stress
concentration.

(3) From the perspective of overall effect of AE source
and its location technology, AE source located accu-
rately and the space-time evolution of cracks in
locked section is reflected; the failure process and
characteristics of slope during the localization process
can also be demonstrated. Rock landslide with locked
section has the characteristics such as higher energy
accumulation, the sudden release of energy, and
brittle failure, which cause long sliding distance and
serious failure.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, small scale direct shear tests with different
lengths and large scale rock landslide model with locked
section test are carried out; both of them aim to study the
failure mechanism and mechanics characteristics of rock
bridge of landslide. The AE event count and AE source
location under different circumstances are analyzed. The
conclusions can be summarized as follows.

(1) AE source location can be accurately located during
small scale tests in small scale direct shear tests.
the AE event count peak value increases with the
increasing of rock bridge length and vertical stress.

In addition, the time of AE event count peak value
appearing goes back with the increase of the length
and the vertical stress.

(2) AE resource location was accurately and reliably
located during large scale landslide model test with
locked section. Based on the locating process, rock
sample failure features and cracks time-space evolu-
tion process were revealed. AE showed that the brittle
failure feature of landslide with locked section was
reflected well.

(3) AE technology plays an important role in rock
mechanics and related research fields. The two tests
based on AE technique well revealed the rock failure
mechanism in rocky slope and clarified the reason of
high speed and long distance sliding of rocky slope
that cause serious disasters and catastrophe.
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